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COLLEGE CURRENCY - III
By ROBERT H. LLOYD

(The first article in this series appeared in PM, Jan./Feb.
1978, Whole No. 73 and the second in Mar./Apr. 1981, Whole

No. 92.)

The award for the largest contribution to exonumia in
the field of college instructional currency should go to
the Eastman National Business Colleges in Chicago,
Illinois and Rochester and Poughkeepsie, New York.
These three institutions which flourished in the last
half of the 19th century issued more types and varieties
of college bank notes than any other school. No less
than 72 separate Eastman notes are listed by Dr. John
A. Muscalusl and more remain to be discovered. Eight
unlisted notes are described below. It is likely that some
of the listed broken sets may be filled in with future
finds.

Harvey G. Eastman worked as a teacher in a
Rochester, N. Y. schciol conducted by his uncle.
Poughkeepsie, well-located transportation-wise,
seemed an attractive location for a new college. Harvey
Eastman started there in 1857. A good mailing list
brought students from many parts of the United States,
Cuba and Mexico, and other parts of Spanish America.

Showmanship was one of Eastman's abilities, and it
carried over into the instructional currency that the
school used. Some of the "currency" may have been
released in distant areas to advertise the school and
interest young men in enrollment.

The content of the commercial courses required the
use of stock certificates, insurance policies, checks,
notes, drafts, bills of exchange, invoices, postage
stamps and most other forms common to business and
legal usage. Except for the notes and some of the checks,
most of these items have long since passed into oblivion.

The college ceased operations in 1933, a victim of the
Great Depression. For several years thereafter some of
the instructors carried on as Eastman Teachers, Inc.
The building was finally demolished in the 1940s.
Secondary school offerings and business schools in
large cities carried on the work so well founded. The
Adriance Memorial Library, Poughkeepsie, has an
extensive collection of memorabilia, but it lacks rosters
of students and graduates. This information is solicited
for their records. We are indebted to Wilhelmina B.
Powers of the local history department, Adriance
Memorial Library, for pertinent information on the
school.

The college used the names of more than 14 different
banks for their notes and checks in its three locations. A
Mr. E. White appears as a facsimile signature on most
notes. H. G. Eastman's name appears on many,
sometimes in the form of a large logo overprinted at an
angle on face or back. Chicago notes carry the name of
E. P. Eastman, a principal who signed as cashier. A
later president, Clement C. Gaines, may also have
inserted his name as a bank officer.
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Eastman College, ca. 1905.

Collectors familiar with the attractive designs of
early college issues will appreciate the fact that many of
these notes, resembling as they did the plethora of state
bank bills, could be "passed off' on unsuspecting,
uninformed persons. It was a prank for Eastman
College young men to journey to New York City and
deliberately try to victimize peddlers and new
immigrants this way 2 . Complaints forced the college to
modify its note designs, and the illustrations herewith
show, in part, how this was accomplished. First, the
word "dollars" is omitted from the plates or stones, and
"pay to bearer". The denomination survived, and
sometimes "on receipt of current funds". The late issues
were changed to little resemble currency, and the last
issue looks more like a coupon or ticket.

The unlisted Merchants National Bank, Chicago note
is printed in black, with blue "Ten Dollars" overprints

on regular bank note paper by the Western Engraving
Company. (See Figure 1.) Note the serial number, check
letter, two signatures, large counter, vignettes and the
large H. G. Eastman logo over the word "Merchants".
The back in light green ink carries the advertising of
the school. "Peace" stands at left, with an Indian
maiden at right. This style of note is found with several
other bank titles, with red or green overprints.

In Figure 2, a listed Poughkeepsie note of Eastman
Business College Bank title does not show the word
"dollars". A large red figure "2" is overprinted. Notice
the slip in the lithographic drawing in the upper right
counter. The "2" in the oval has been placed on the stone
over a "5", the left top of which shows as two white dots
beyond the darker oval. All deuces of this design seem to
have this feature, as far as known. The bills of this set do
not carry the large Eastman logo signature.
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Figure 2.

Figure 3 is reproduced from a page in the college
catalog. It is attractive, with the notes shown in bright
blue and red. The TEN shown here is unlisted, and may
not exist as a usable note. The large figure 10 and the
dog are in red ink. The listed 50 and 10 notes are also in
blue with red overprints. The bills of this style are
uniface, but similar designs with green backs have the
word "Cents" on face and back.

An unlisted three dollar note (Figure 4) dates from the
1880s. It is slightly smaller than the regular issues, and
is printed in bright blue with a red shield in the form of a
seal at right. A uniface note, it depicts the steamer Mary
Powell in a crude drawing. The Mary Powell was at that
time the finest boat on the Hudson River. It is recalled
by shipping buffs as one of the few ships that after being
laid up as obsolete, made a brief comeback in regular
service before going to the scrap yard. The simplicity of

the note, and its color, would not cause any trouble in an
era of black face bank notes.

The sheets of fractional notes in Figure 5 are labeled
in "cents" but are payable in stationery by that
department. The 34, 54, 204, and 504 are unlisted. They
are printed in black on a yellowish bond paper, with the
large counters printed in rose. These were in use in the
year 1883.

An unlisted late issue of Eastman currency is shown
in Figures 6 - 7. Very plain, it looks more like a profit -
sharing coupon, and could not possibly be confused as
legal tender. The face is black, with red figures, the back
all red with black numerals. It differs from many
previous bills by stating that it is redeemable at one
tenth of one percent of face value in the hands of
students in actual attendance, etc., at Poughkeepsie.

Figure 3.
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Figure 4.

Figure 5.
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Figure 6-7

The public is well protected against fraud by these late
issues, but in spite of this Congress legislated against
instructional notes. Even today there are, in the eyes of
the Treasury, "violations" of this statute.

Not shown, but worthy of mention is an unlisted
Rochester issue for $3, dated March 12, 1865, unusual
for Eastman notes as most are undated. The legend is
Eastman College Bank, overprint in pink, a large
THREE. The usual E. White name as president is found
at lower right. A hunter with dog in vignette is at left,
with a figure of Columbia (?) at right. This note was on
display at the Holland Land Company Office Museum
in Batavia, N. Y.

The currency of the Eastman schools offers a real
opportunity for numismatists to study the unusual
variety of issues made over a period of four decades.
With the Civil War store card of the Eastman school, the
school currency makes Poughkeepsie, N. Y. a
"numismatic" town. Going through many old acution
catalogs and fixed price lists leads the author to
conclude that college currency is generally scarcer than
many of our state bank notes.

Sources Consulted
1. Paper Money of Early Educational Institutions, Dr. John

A Muscalus; Bridgeport, Pa. 1946.
2. Diary of M. D. Lloyd, an Eastman graduate.
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